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Abstract : A method of separating the smooth part from the sum of the single-particle energies is
discussed . The method consists of an expansion of this smooth part in the asymptotic series, i .e .
in a series in powers ofA -1/3 . The series is studied numerically in the case ofa finite (Woods-Saxon)
potential with realistic depth and surface thickness parameters. The Strutinsry smooth part of the
energy is also extensively studied and compared with the asymptotic one.
1. Introduction
The idea of the calculation ofthe shell correction to the nuclear mass as a difference
between the sum of the single-particle energies, obtained in a realistic potential,
and its smooth part r), resulted in a significant improvement in nuclear masses,
as compared with those of the liquid drop. The most practical and effective method
of extraction of this smooth part was proposed by Strutinsky Z). The method has
been widely applied to the calculations of the masses, shapes and fission barriers of
nuclei (cf. e.g. refs. 3- s)). Various aspects and especially the problem of accuracy of
the method were discussed in anumber of papers (e.g. refs . 3-$)). Oneof these aspects
is the effect of unbound states --9) which should be added when applying the
method to a finite-depth potential . The effect introduces some inaccuracy in the
smooth part of the energy, especially in the case of lighter nuclei for which the
separation energy is comparable with the smearing interval, the latter being of the
order of the distance between the major shells .
t Permanent address .
" Present address : Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France .
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There have also been proposed some other methods for extracting the smooth
part of the energy. One of them, suggested recently '° is the method of averaging
over nucleon number, insteadofover energy . This method does not need any unbound
levels . In fact, it presents a general method of extracting the smooth part from any
fluctuating quantity. Both averaging over the nucleon number and over the energy
are particular cases of it .
Other methods are those of the semiclassical expansion They allow one
to separate the smooth part of the energy in a well-defined way, also for finite-depth
potentials including spin-orbit interaction . For infinite potentials, the equivalence of
the semiclassical and the Strutinsky method has been established ").
In the present paper, we discuss the method which consists of an expansion of the
smooth part of the energy in the asymptotic series, i.e. in a series in powers of A- }.
Such an expansion has been used for a long time for the nuclear binding energy
and originated from the liquid-drop formula. The investigations of refs . "- 2 ')
aimed at the theoretical reproduction of the empirical surface term in this formula.
Recently, the liquid-drop formula has been extended 22) to the next power, i.e.
A4, term (droplet model).
The asymptotic expansion was applied to the sum of the single-particle energies'
in refs. 23.24), where the cases of the infinitely deep orthohombic box 23 ) and triaxial
harmonic oscillator 24) potentials were investigated.
The purpose of the present paper is to study the asymptotic expansion in the case
of a finite potential. The expansion defines the smooth part of the energy and thus
also the shell correction uniquely, making no use of unbound levels. In the numerical
calculations, the spherical Woods-Saxon potential is considered . To simplify the
study, no spin-orbit and no Coulomb interactions are taken into account . The first
few coefficients of the asymptotic series are obtained . The smooth part of the energy
calculated in this case by the Strutinsky method is also discussed .
In sect . 2, we describe the asymptotic expansion ofthe smooth energy, and, in sect. 3,
we present the numerical calculations and the results. Results obtained by the
Strutinsky method are given in sect . 4. Sect . 5 presents the discussion and sect. 6
gives the conclusions.
2. Method of the asymptotic expansion
Let us assume a large system with a well-defined size L. This requires a small
surface diffuseness t with respect to L (thin-surface, leptodermous system). Let us
also assume a smooth dependence of the parameters of the corresponding potential
on the size L. Then, the smooth part Ú of the single-particle energy U may be
represented as a series in powers of 1/L (or, better, t/L) :
= Evo1L3+E~u~2+E .urL+EO+ . . . . (2.1)
Relating the size L to the mass number A of the system in the way appropriate for
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saturating systems,
we can expand (7 in powers of A- +:
L = rAf+b, (2.2)
0 = s,.jA+e,urA4+EaurA}+%+ . . .. (2.3)
For any potential, once the relation (2 .2) between its size L and the number of
particles A is established, the dependence of the single-particle energy U on A is
determined. This determines uniquely the coefficients of the series (2.3), with the only
exception ofthe potentials for which the amplitude ofthe oscillating part ofthe energy
(the shell correction-6 U) has the same asymptotic dependence on A as one ofthe terms
in the series (2.3). Examples of such potentials are the three-dimensional harmonic
oscillator (6U - A}) and the infinitely deep cubic box (bU - A°) (cf. refs . 24.27))
In such cases an additional condition (e.g. a disappearance of6Uat high temperature)
is needed for a unique determination of the corresponding coefficient in the series
(2 .3).
For potentials with simple analytic spectra of the eigenvalues, the series may be
`found relatively easily . For example, for a spherical harmonic oscillator, only terms
with odd powers of A} appear. The first few terms of the series are
_ ~(ZA)* j(iA)+2(42A)} +é(1A) -}+ 6 142 (JA )-3~3
3- 44
(JA) -s/3 + 9 . 46 (JA)-913_ 9 47 (JA)_
11/3+.1, (2.4)
where Aw is the energy spacing between the shells.
Here isospin (as well as spin) degeneracy is assumed. Otherwise we should put
.N' = ZA for the number of particles of the same kind and divide the energy by two.
The coefficients of the series (2.4) can be found directly 24) by expressing both Ú
and A in terms of the number No of the last occupied shell and determining Ú(A)
by elimination ofNo . The smooth energy fÏ is defined in this case as that part of U
which is independent of the occupation factor of the last shell. They also can be found,
even more conveniently, by using 24) the smooth part of the level density obtained
by a corresponding expansion of the Laplace transform of the exact density ") .
We can see that the series (2.4) is converging very fastly. For example, taking only
the two first terms, we get & with an accuracy of about0.5 MeV (with ho) = 41A-}
MeV) for a nucleus with mass number A x 144.
In a general case, we know only the first (volume) term of the series (2 .3) . It is the
Fermi-gas term. The next ("surface") term can be given analytically for a relatively
general potential 25.26) . Namely, for a potential with an arbitrary radial dependence
with the only restriction that it is uniform in its interior region of a large size and that
the thickness of its surface region does not depend on this size. No spin-orbit and
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no Coulomb interactions are assumed. The formula for e, .r is then ae)
Esur - 5 2M
{-2b
+ rkF
f"F'kF kF-k2)[a -S(k)]dk}, (2.5)
where kF is the Fermimomentum, M is the mass of a nucleon, r and b are defined by
eq . (2.2), and S(k) is the phase shift of the wave function of a nucleon with the
momentum k, due to the presence of the surface.
The subsequent, higher order, terms have to be found numerically for finite-depth
potentials .
As mentioned in the introduction, we aimat a study ofthe series (2.3) for the Woods-
Saxon potential . No spin-orbit and no Coulomb interactions are assumed. The
coefficient E.ur is found from the formula (2 .5) and the coefficients 8, ., and so are
calculated numerically.
3. Results of the cakulatious
We start with the presentation ofthe results for the sumof the single-particle levels
Erer . More precisely, we will be first concerned with the quantity
F(A) --_ iE er-Ero~A-E.urA}}A -}, (3 .1)r
which, according to eq. (2.3), is needed for the evaluation of the coefficients s,., and
so* The summation in eq. (3 .1) runs over all occupied levels, from the lowest one up
to the Fermi level.
The quantity F(A) is presented in fig. 1 . The parameters of the potential are the
following. The radius R, measured to the half-depth point, is
R = 1 .27A} fin . (3 .2)
Thus, we choose b = 0 in relation (2.2) (with the size L being identical with R). The
depth is Vo = -44 MeV and the diffuseness is a = 0.67 fm .
The volume coefficient ero, obtained from the Fermi-gas model is in this case
evo , _ -26.11 MeV and the surface coefficient e..r calculated by the formula (2.5) is
s,r = 37.40 MeV.
The shell structure of F(A), equivalent to the shell structure ofLer, is clearly seen .
It is visible howF(A) varies with a filling ofthe single-particle levels, each ofwhich is
4(21+ 1) times degenerate, where ! is the orbital angular momentum . Strong shells
at (no spin-orbit coupling!) A = 40, 80, 140, 184, 276, 396 and 548 are observed .
Fig. 2 illustrates directly the structure of the single-particle spectra for anumber of
nuclei, of which some are magic while the others have the last shell about half-filled.
The Fermi level ofeach spectrum is denoted by a wavy line and its quantum numbers,
ni , are put in parentheses . It is seen that for the lightest nuclei only one, two or three
levels above the Fermi level are bound.
Fig. 3 shows F(A) plotted as a function of A- } and not A as given in fig. 1. The
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Fig. 1 . Dependence of the difference between the sum of the single-particle energies Y,e, and the .
volume and surface terms, divided by A 113 , on the mass number A . The mass numbers of magic nuclei
are shown .
function F(A) is given here in the region ofA -* from A-} x 0.031 to A -} x 0.29
which corresponds to A from A = 40 toA 30000. As, starting from aboutA 1500,
the plot ofF(A) becomes unreadable as function of A -}, we present only few separate
points to give an idea of the behaviour of F(A) for such large mass numbers.
Fig. 3 allows one to get directly the coefficients a, and so, being nowthe ordinate
at A-} = 0 (A = oo) and the slope, respectively, of the straight line drawn as an
average of the oscillating quantity F(A~ The coefficients much depend, however,
on how we draw the straight line . If we put it through around one-third of the
amplitudes ofthe fluctuations of F(A) (considering that the upper 3 will be flattened
by the deformation energy, ifwe allow the deformation degree of freedom), we get
a., -- -8.2 MeV and so ;t~ -33.7 MeV. This is just the straight line shown in the
figure. If we put the line through around one-half of the fluctuation amplitudes,
we get a., x -7.0 MeV and so sr -35.0 MeV.
0-20
0
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Fig. 2. Single-particle spectra of some magic and some non-magic nuclei. The Fermi levels are shown
by wavy lines and their quantum numbers n, are put into brackets .
x/3{Eey -e o1A-e A }'A-1/7 (MeV) Vo =-44.OOMeV
evo, = -26.11 MeV
I~ _ . . ewr=-37.40MeV
(A=40)
0 0 .10 0.20 0.30
Fig. 3. The same quantity as in fig. I plotted as a function of A - `" .
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We could also find the coefficients E~nr and so by a least-square fit of the straight
line to F(A). However, as F(A) is a strongly fluctuating quantity, the result of the fit
depends quite strongly on the choice of the points .
The parameters of the single-particle potential used above result in separation
energies which are about right (i .e. about the experimental values) for light nuclei,
but which are too large for heavy nuclei . As can be seen directly from fig. 2, the
separation energies obtained for large and medium nuclei (A < 150) are around
7-10 MeV, while for heavy nuclei (A Z 150) they are around 8-11 MeV.
It is reasonable then to perform the calculations also for a shallower potential.
We choose for that the potential with the depth Vo = -38 MeV, keeping the previous
values R = 1 .27 A} fm and a = 0.67 fm for the radius and the diffuseness unchanged.
The separation energies are then around 3-6 MeV for light nuclei, i.e . too small,
andaround 4-7 MeVfor heavy nuclei, i.e . about right. (In this way, we nowhave a set
of two potentials, each of which gives the separation energy about right in their
respective regions of nuclei, light or heavy.)
As we decrease only the depth ofthe potential, the structure ofthe spectra remains
the same in the case of Vo = -38 MeV as was in the case of Vo = -44 MeV. Only
the spacings between the levels are smaller, resulting in slightly smaller fluctuations
of the function F(A) and thus also in smaller shell corrections. The plot of F(A)
for Vo = -38 MeV as a function of A -I looks very similar to that offig. 3, so we do
not present it here. The straight line put through around one-third of the amplitudes
of the fluctuations gives in this case %,T x -16.6 MeV and eo -- -22.0 MeV.
The determination of e, ,, and co presented up to now suffers from two deficiencies .
One is that it is based mainly on the part of the graph of F(A) corresponding to not
very large A (up to aboutA = 1500) and thus e.,, and eo maycontain a large contribu-
tion from the higher order terms. To avoid this, we should go to much larger A,
where the higher terms are negligible. The second disadvantage is the largefluctuation
of F(A~ being the fluctuation of the shell correction 6U damped by the factor A -, .
This large fluctuation of F(A) results in a large uncertainty in the coefficients Ec ., and
co, and we could not avoid this, even going to the very large A still practical for
computation. It is because the amplitude of the shell correction 6Ufor the spherical
Woods-Saxon potential is expected 24.27) to behave as A 1/6. Thus, the amplitude of
the fluctuation of F(A) is expected to decrease very slowly with A, as A -1 /6, which
agrees roughly with what we see in fig. 3.
We can avoid the second deficiency by smearing out the shell correction. This
can be done, e.g., by the Strutinsky method 2) . For a very large A, this method leads
to a well defined smooth part of the energy. It is because for a large A, due to the
large density ofenergy levels, there are so many bound levels above the Fermi energy
that the unbound levels have no influence on the smooth energy Ú. This will be
explicitely illustrated in sect. 4. In other words, a finite-depth potential of a large
spatial size behaves effectively as an infinitely deep potential and leads to a well
defined smooth part 0 when the smearing of the levels is applied. There is no
inconsistency then in using the. following procedure: We apply the Strutinsky
energy smearing for very heavy nuclei to determine the coefficients ofthe asymptotic
series (2.3), which then can be used for the calculation of the smooth energy Ù
for any (and thus also light) nuclei. Being independent of the unbound levels, Ú
could be used next, for. light nuclei, as a test for the Strutinsky energy Us«, which
depends on these levels for such nuclei.
-5
_7
-9
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0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05'
Fig. 4. The same quantity as in fig . 3 after'energy smearing of the single-particle levels.
Fig. 4 presents the results for the quantity F(A), eq . (3 .1), in which the energies e
in the sum L,e are smeared by the Strutinsky method . The results are obtained for
eight mass numbers extended from A = 8000 to A = 29128. We can see that it is not
possible to notice any deviation of the points from the straight line, in the scale of
the figure. The coefficients s.T and so obtained from the line are e,, _ -5.84 MeV
and so = -55.9 MeV. We estimate that in this way, with A going up to around 30000,
we determine s., with an accuracy ofabout t0.03 MeV and so with about ± 1.0 MeV.
Thesame procedure applied to the case ofthe shallower potential, Vo = -38 MeV,
leads to the coefficients ccr = -14.91 MeV and so = -44.2 MeV. Here, we go to
A = 37036 in the calculations . We estimate that an accuracy of about ±0.03 MeV
and ±1 .0 MeV for ea,r and so, respectively, is obtained, the same as in the case of
Yo = -44 MeV.
Analyzing the deviation of F(A) from the straight line given by e,,, and so (cf. fig. 4)
we could extract the next two coefficients e_ t and e_ 2. However, the accuracy of
these coefficients would be much smaller than that of e.u, and so.
4. Remarks on the Strudosky energy averaging method
The energy averaging method of Strutinsky 2) has been discussed extensively in the
literature 3-7) . We recall here therefore only the main points and then discuss in
detail the stationarity condition for the averaged single-particle energy e~ since it
plays an important role in the present considerations.
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The smooth, average part of the sum of occupied single-particle energies Y,e,
of one kind of particle is defined by
In eq . (4.2),fsv(x) is a smooth distribution function (usually a Gaussian) containing
the so-called curvature correction of order 2M. The purpose of this correction is
to guarantee that the smooth part go(E) of the exact level density,
g(E) = 2: «E- er), (4.4)
r
is approximated as closely as possible by the quantity g(A eq . (4.2). In fact, if the
smooth part gu(E), which is dependent on the spectrum e, (and thus on the potential
used) and. may be determined by other methods 13-16.11% is a polynomial of order
2M+ 1 in E, then it is exactly reproduced by g(E) . Ifgo(E) is any analytical function,
then g(E) approximates it by the first2M+ 1 terms ofits Taylor expansion around E.
The remaining error may be minimized by imposing on the energy V, eq. (4.1),
the stationarity condition
a0I = o, (4.5)
sy I1-Yo
as discussed in ref. 6) . Eq . (4.5) is, in fact, the differential form of the usual plateau
condition 2) requiring that the energy Ú does not depend on the averaging width y
in a region
huo-<y-CÂ. (4.6)
The lower limit of y is .the distance between the major shells in the spectrum e,.
The upper limit may be, practically, smaller than the Fermi energy, if a limited set
of levels e, is used in eq. (4.2) . The plateau condition is usually well fulfilled for
Nilsson type potentials . (For the harmonic oscillator potential, it is trivially fulfilled
since there go(E) is a pure polynomial in E; see e.g. ref. 6) .) In potentials with steeper
walls, as e.g. in the Woods-Saxon potential considered in this paper, one has to make
use of the stationarity condition (4.5) with the requirement that its solution yo is
between the limits given in eq. (4.6). The order 2M of the curvature correction has
x
= Eg(E)dE, (4.1)
J _ m
where g(E) is the average level density defined by
1 -
g(E) =
Y
~, f2x (
E e,) .
(4.2)y
The Fermi level is fixed by the equation
N = f" #E)dE. (4.3)
to be larger than zero : without curvature correction, i.e. for 2M = 0, the Strutinsky
averaging would be equivalent to the temperature smoothing which brings some
excitation into the system (cf. e.g . ref. 2s )), and eq . (4.5) could not be fulfilled. On the
other hand, 2M should not be too large, since in the limit 2M -+ oo, the level density
g(E) approaches the exact function g(E), eq . (4.4), independently of the value of y.
As mentioned already in the introduction, a special problem arises in using finite-
depth potentials when the separation energy is comparable with the major shell
spacing itch. In this case, according to eq . (4 .6), the Strutinsky averaged energy Ú
depends somewhat on the continuum region, since no levels exist there. Ideally,
one should include an analytical continuation of the average level density into the
continuum. In practice, however, this is not easy to do. In most practical calculations,
one has used <. s) some artificial unbound states which are obtained by diagonal 9
the one-body Hamiltonian in a harmonic oscillator basis. As demonstrated in ref. z9),
these states lie approximately at the positions of the resonances in the region
0 < E <- 20 MeV for the usual size . of the basis used . Therefore, they might be
considered as some approximation to the hypothetical levels of a given nucleus,
obtained by extrapolation of real levels of larger nuclei.
In this paper, the energy averaging calculations are performed for the spherical
Woods-Saxon potential, for nuclei with mass numbers A = 40-600. As mentioned
already in sect. 2, the potential has no spin-orbit term and is the same for neutrons
and for protons (no Coulomb interaction). Thus, A = 2N, where N is the neutron
or the proton number . The levels e are obtained by matrix diagonalization in the
same way as used and described in refs. a. ') . The size ofthe basis is varied to include
between 10 shells (in light nuclei) and 14 shells (in heavy nuclei) . Theunbound levels
-8
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0.8 1.2 1.8 2 .0
Fig. 5. Dependence of the Strutinsky shell correction bU on the smearing parameter y, obtained with
correcting polynomials of various degrees . The degree 2M is shown at each curve. An estimate of an
inaccuracy in óU is marked by the dashed lines.
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0.8 1 .2 1 .6 2 .0
Fig . 6 . Same as fig. 5 for the mass number A = %.
0.8 1 .2 1 .6 2 .0
Fig. 7 . Same as fig. 5 for A = 340 . The dependence of óU, calculated at a stationary or deflection point
yo, on the correcting polynomial degree 2M is shown in the small inner graph .
are included up to +30 MeV in light and medium nuclei (A S 140 +20 MeV in
heavy (140 < A Z 360) and + 15 MeV in very heavy nuclei (360 < A < 600 to
ensurethe nurperical convergence ofthe average energy fÍ . The stationarity condition
is carefully studied in all cases by variation of the smearing parameter y inside the
interval 0.6 5 y/htw 5 2.0, where
ho) = 41 A- f MeV,
-6
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0.8 1.2 1 .6 2.0
Fig. 8. Same as fig. 7 for .! - 532.
1 .2 1 .6 2.0 2.4
Fig. 9. Same as fig . 5 for a very heavy nucleus, .! = 10972, when onlv the bound levels are used to get the
plateau.
and by variation of the curvature-correction order 2M inside the interval
452M-:5 20 .
The results of the study are illustrated in figs. 5-9. To deal with a small quantity,
the shell correction
6U = Z e-Ú, (4.7)
instead of the energy ID itself; is plotted in the figures. As Le  is independent of the
smoothing parameters y and M, a study of the dependence of ID on y and M is
equivalent to that of 6U.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the plateaus obtained with potentials oftwo different depths .
0 .8 12 1 .6 2 .0
Fig . 11 . Same as fig. 6 for a shallower potential (Vo = -38 MeV) .
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We can see in fig . 5 that for light nuclei, like A = 40, the plateau is not very well
established either in y or in M. For small degree of the correction polynomial,
like 2M = 6, there appears only a tendency to form a plateau, marked by a deflection
of the 6U curve. As a result, the inaccuracy in 6U may be established as ±0.8 MeV
(dashed lines in the figure).
For larger A, the plateau improves as can be seen in figs . 6-,8. For A = 340 (fig. 7),
it is already quite well developed in y (for higher M), but still not in M (cf. the inner
plot in the figure). For A = 532 (fig . 8), it is already stable in both.
In the asymptotic region, in which we determine the coefficients of the series (2.3),
the plateau is extremely well established and is insensitive not only to the unbound
but also to the weakly bound levels . Fig. 9 illustrates the plateau for A = 10972.
Wecan see(note afine scale for 6 U)that 6U(i .e . also ÍÏ) is determined with an accuracy
ofabout ±0.03 MeV. This accuracy is .higher, by more than one order, than that for
A = 340 (fig. 7) . For A -- 29000, it is still increased by about one order. This is one
of the reasons why we determine E,.  , and so with a rather high accuracy, specified
in the previous section, when going to A as large as 30000 in our calculations .
The quality of the plateau is sensitive to the value of the separation energy of a
nucleus. This is illustrated in figs. 10 and 11 . Fig. 10 shows the effect ofabout a4 MeV
change in the separation energy (6 MeV change in the potential depth Vo) on the
plateau, for the nucleus with A = 300. The sensitivity is especially large for light
nuclei, where the plateau is rather poor. The decrease of the separation energy by
about 4 MeV results in a complete disappearance of the plateau, as can be seen in
fig. 11 when compared with fig. 6.
The results of the present section can be summarized as follows :
(i) For realistic mass numbers A (but still not too small, A > 40) and realistic
separation energies, the stationary points of the curves 6U(y) usually occur within
the interval 1.2 Z yo/hco S 1 .8 and converge as a function of M for 2M x 8-12 .
The convergence is good for heavy nuclei, but is rather poor for light ones. The
stationary values yo and Mo depend on A.
(ii) The use of fixed values yo and Mo of the smearing parameters for all A (e .g .
yo = 1.2 hiw and 2Mo = 6, as often done, cf: e.g. ref. 3)), instead of finding them for
each A separately from the stationarity condition (4.5), may lead to significant
differences in 6U. This can be seen in figs . 5-8 and will be discussed separately in
the next section.
(iii) For heavy nuclei (A > 120), an inaccuracy in the plateau value does not
usually exceed ±(0.7-0.8) MeV, although there are some local (in A) fluctuations,
due to a sensitivity of the plateau to the structure of the spectrum of a given nucleus.
For lighter nuclei (A < 120), the inaccuracy may be as large as ±(1.2-1 .5) MeV.
We think that the inclusion ofthe spin-orbit splitting will tend to push these numbers
slightly down, on the average. Also a deformation of a nucleus, generally tending .
to make the spectrum more uniform, pushes these numbers down.
In addition to the above, the dependence of the results on the basis dimension Nd
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(the number of major oscillator shells) has also been studied. It is found that the
plateau is well converged inNd already at Nd = 14, for mass numbers up to A -- 350.
ForA Z 350 (and up to A 600, i.e. up to A for which the energy averaging is studied
in the present paper), there still might be a truncation error in 6U of around 0.5-1 .0
MeV.
5. Discussion
In this section, we would like to make comparisons between different smooth
parts Úofthe total single-particle energy . Onecomparison is between the asymptotic
energy V, eq. (2 .3), and the Strutinsky energy, eq . (4 .1). The other is between the
Strutinsky energiesobtained in two slightly different ways . The first way (usually used)
is when fixed values of the. smearing parameters y and M (usually y = 1.2 tam and
2M = 6) are taken for all mass numbers A (and deformations, if the deformation
dependence is considered) . The second way (optimized) is when both parameters y
and M are varied for each A to get Ú stationary with respect to both of them . Let us
denote the corresponding energies by Ustr and 0; (and the shell corrections by
6Us,,, and 6UC), respectively .
For the asymptotic energy ß, we take here the first four terms in the series (2 .3),
i.e. one or even two terms more than taken usually for the description of the smooth
part of the binding energy (droplet or liquid-drop models).
A
100 2oo 300 4oo 500
Fig. 12 . Comparison between the three shell corrections (and thus also the smooth parts 0) : the
usual (óU& ,) and optimized (ö( Strutinsky corrections, and the asymptotic, óU , correction.
To reduce the scale of the quantities to be compared, we may take the shell
corrections 6U, eq. (4 .7), instead of the energies Ú, as they differ by the quantity
J,e,, which is, in principle, the same in all compared cases . In the case of BUs,r and
bUos",, the sum E,e, is exactly the same in both quantities and the comparison between
SUQ,r and 6U is exactly equivalent to the comparison between Vs,,, and CO.T .
In the case of 6U,, r and6U, the sumYe, is calculated differently, by diagonalization
of the single-particle Hamiltonian in the oscillator basis in the case of 6U,,,, and
by solution ofthe Schr6dinger equation in the case of 6U, and thus it differs slightly
(and smoothly in A) in the two quantities . Therefore the comparison between 6U,,,,
and 6U. is even better than between the smooth parts vs,, and ÍU as the effect of
the small differences in e, almost disappears when the difference Le, - Ú is taken.
The results are shown in fig . 12 for the potential with the depth Vo = -44 MeV
and in fig. 13 for the shallower potential (Vo = -38 MeV). We can see in fig . 12a
that the difference 6Us,r -6U still contains a smooth component, slowly changing
with A. This is probably mainly due to the fact that in our asymptotic smooth part
fÍ only the four lowest terms, e,o,A to eo, are taken. As we consider the terms higher
than go unimportant, at least for most applications ofthe shell correction, let us try to
transform off this smooth component from the plot . Assuming it in the form of
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Fig. 13 . Same as fig. 12, for a shallower potential .
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-é_,A- * -ír_ZA-*, we can do this, e.g, by taking
6U~ = 6U -ír_ jA_ #-ír_ ZA- } (5 .1)
instead of 6U.. The coefficients ír_1 and ír_Z, calculated so as to minimize the
difference 6Us,,-6U~, are obtained as 11 .9 and 142 MeV, respectively.
We can see in fig. 12b that 6Ust,-6U~fluctuates inside limits of about f0.7 MeV
for lighter nuclei (A S 150) and inside smaller limits for heavier nuclei, giving the
accuracy of 6U,,,,. (The wide dip for A x 500 and smaller fluctuations for A x 350
in the curves of figs. 12b and 12c are ascribed by us to the truncation error in our
'Dstr and ßos," calculations for these heavy nuclei, as mentioned in-sect. 4.)
In an identical way, fig. 12c gives the accuracy of6U*sPI.We can see that the accuracy
of 6U.*O is smaller than that of 6Us,, Here, the shell correction 6U." is again of the
form of (5 .1) but with the coefficients ír_ 1 and 1_2 calculated so as to minimise
6U0-6U'".Str
Adirect comparison between 6Ustr and6U~ is given in fig. 12d. It is seen that the
difference between the two is inside the limits of about -1.0 to 1 .5 MeV, i.e. it is
rather large. The usual correction 6Us (y = 1.2 htco, 2M = 6) showsatendency to be
too high ("too positive"), by about 1 .0-1 .5 MeV, for medium and heavy nuclei and
too low ("too negative") for light nuclei, with respect to the optimized value bUsf",
Fig. 13 is made in the same way as fig. 12 but for a shallower (Vo = -38 MeV)
potential. We can see that for heavy nuclei (A > 150 for which the potential gives
the separation energies about right, the inaccuracy of 6Ustr is about ±0.5 MeV
andthat of6U~ is about f0.8 MeV. Similarly as for the deeper potential, Vo = -44
MeV, the difference 6Ust,-6U~ is more smooth in Athan the difference 6U"-6U"U,
which means that the energy fÍ s<r is more smooth in A than Ü~. Thus, 6Us seems
better, leading to more accurate results for calculations of the mass differences
between neighbouring nuclei (and of the fission barriers, we think) than 6UsoT .
A direct comparison between 6U,,, and 6U", fig. 13d, shows an even larger
discrepancy than for the Vo = -44 MeV case.
6. Conclusions
The following conclusions may be drawn from our investigation
(i) For a realistic finite-depth potential, the coefficients of the asymptotic series,
eq. (2.3), do not constitute as fastly a decreasing sequence as they do for the infinite
harmonic-oscillator potential, eq. (2.4) . For this reason, the series seems to converge
slowly, especially for mass numbers A that are not too large . However, for most
applications of the shell correction obtained with the help of the series, the first three
terms seem sufficient .
(ii) The asymptotic energy Ú, eq. (23~ is explicitly a smooth function of A.
There is no direct reason, however, for the Strutinsky average energy ID, eq. (4.1~
to be smooth in A. A comparison between the two shows that the Strutinsky energy
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has a small component oscillating with A. Its amplitude is about 0.7-0.8 MeV and
may be considered as an estimate for the inaccuracy of the Strutinsky average energy
Ú, and thus also for the shell correction 6U - at least for most applications of SU
consisting in a calculation of the mass differences between neighbouring nuclei (e.g.
ß- and a-decays) or even between the same nucleus but with different deformations
(e .g . fission barrier). This estimate is slightly larger than the estimates obtained by
other methods [cf. e.g. refs. °- 6) and references given therein] . However, one should
point out that the value 0.7-0.8 MeV for the amplitude is obtained in our case of
a large degeneracy of the single-particle levels (no spin-orbit interaction, spherical
shape). Inclusion of the spin-orbit splitting and also of the deformation of a nucleus
is expected to push this value slightly down .
(iii) The two Strutinsky shell corrections 8Us ,,, and8Usjandthus also the average
energies Ús,r and Ú,*,I (cf. sect . 5), used in the literature, differ somewhat . In our case
of a large degeneracy of the single-particle levels, they differ by up to about ± 1.0
MeV, which is ofthe order oftheinaccuracy ofthese quantities stated above (point (ii)).
The energy Ust , is a more smooth function of A than the energy 0,19 .
(iv) The optimized energy Úw` is more correct than the energy vs.Still, when
calculating the differences between the masses of neighbouring nuclei, it seems
better to use the last one. This is just because it is more smooth in A thanÚ . The less
smooth character of ÚX eomesfrom the fact that for each A we make an independent
error when determining the plateau value Ú,*,I. Due to this, the errors may sum up
when the difference between the masses of arbitrary, even very close in A, nuclei is
calculated .
We think that the best procedure, especially when calculating masses of a large
number of nuclei, like a mass table, would be the following (cf. also ref. e)) : We find
the stationary values yo(A) and 2Mo(A) of the smearing parameters y and 2M for all
(or a large enough number oí) points A. Then, we determine smooth functions
%(A) and 21GÍo(A) (the last is, naturally, a step function), by a best fit to yo(A) and
2Mo(A), and use them for the calculation of the masses.
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